### Friday, February 18, 2011

**Foyer**
- **8:00** Continental Breakfast & Registration

**Point Loma Room III**
- **Session I**
  - **Chair:** Jeffrey Esko
  - **8:55 – 9:05** Opening – **Jeffrey Esko**, University of California, San Diego
  - **9:05 – 9:30** **Jeffrey Esko**, University of California, San Diego
  - **9:30 – 9:55** **Kevin Campbell**, University of Iowa
  - **9:55 – 10:20** **Minoru Fukuda**, Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute

**Foyer**
- **10:50 – 11:15** **James Paulson**, The Scripps Research Institute
- **11:15 – 11:40** **Yitzhak Tor**, University of California, San Diego
- **11:40 – 12:05** **Lars Bode**, University of California, San Diego
- **12:05 – 12:15** Vendor Introductions

**Point Loma Room II**
- **Lunch, Poster Setup & Vendor Exhibitions**

**Point Loma Room III**
- **Session II**
  - **Chair:** Hudson Freeze
  - **1:45 – 2:10** **Hudson Freeze**, Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute
  - **2:10 – 2:35** **Michael Demetriou**, University of California, Irvine
  - **2:35 – 3:00** **Bradford W. Gibson**, Buck Institute for Age Research

**Foyer**
- **3:30 – 3:55** **Amro Hamdoun**, Scripps Institute of Oceanography, UCSD
- **3:55 – 4:20** **Carlito Lebrilla**, University of California, Davis
- **4:20 – 4:45** **Jamey Marth**, Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute, UCSD

**Point Loma Room II**
- **Poster Session & Vendor Exhibitions**

**Spirit of San Diego**
- **Dinner Cruise**
  - **6:30** Boarding begins
  - **7:00** Ship departs dock from Kona Kai Resort & Spa

### Saturday, February 19, 2011

**Foyer**
- **8:00** Continental Breakfast

**Point Loma Room III**
- **Session III**
  - **Chair:** Ajit Varki
  - **9:00 – 9:25** **Ajit Varki**, University of California, San Diego
  - **9:25 – 9:50** **Michiko Fukuda**, Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute
  - **9:50 – 10:15** **Joanna Phillips**, University of California, San Francisco

**Foyer**
- **10:45 – 11:10** **Justin Sonnenburg**, Stanford University
- **11:10 – 11:35** **Dirk Zajonc**, La Jolla Institute for Allergy & Immunology
- **11:35 – 12:00** **Samuel B. Ho**, VA San Diego Healthcare System, UCSD
- **12:00 – 12:25** **Victor Nizet**, University of California, San Diego

**Point Loma Room II**
- **Lunch**
  - **2:00 Adjourn**

---
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